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Abstract 

Despite the growing number of successful applications of dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)-

enhanced magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR in structural biology and materials science, the 

nuclear polarizations achieved by current MAS DNP instrumentation are still considerably lower 

than the theoretical maximum. The method could be significantly strengthened if experiments were 

performed at temperatures much lower than those currently widely used (~100 K). Recently, the 

prospects of helium (He)-cooled DNP have been increased with the instrumental developments in 

MAS technology that uses cold helium gas for sample cooling. Despite the additional gains in 

sensitivity that have been observed with He-cooled MAS DNP, the performance of the technique 

has not been evaluated in the case of surfaces and interfaces that benefit the most from DNP. 

Herein, we studied the efficiency of DNP at temperatures between ~30 K and ~100 K for 

organically functionalized silica material and a homogeneous solution of small organic molecules 

at a magnetic field B0 = 16.4 T. We recorded the changes in signal enhancement, paramagnet-

induced quenching and depolarization effects, DNP build-up rate, and Boltzmann polarization. For 

these samples, the increases in MAS-induced depolarization and DNP build-up times at around 30 

K were not as severe as anticipated. As such, we determined that MAS DNP at 30 K provided ~10 

times higher sensitivity than MAS DNP at 90 K, which corresponds to the acceleration of 

experiments by multiplicative factors of up to 100.  
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1. Introduction 

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is unique in its ability to elucidate 

the structure and dynamics of non-crystalline solids at atomic resolution, but suffers from 

intrinsically low sensitivity. The most promising solution to this dilemma is hyperpolarization. 

Among the developed hyperpolarization techniques, dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is 

unique in its ability to hyperpolarize a vast array of materials without chemical modification, by 

relying on the transfer of magnetization from unpaired electron spins. Recent advances in high-

field DNP, including the development of high-power, high-frequency, microwave sources 

(gyrotrons),1, 2 low-temperature magic angle spinning (MAS) probes,3, 4 and biradical polarizing 

agents for cross-effect DNP,5, 6 have revolutionized solid-state NMR, yielding 2-3 orders of 

magnitude gains in sensitivity over conventional MAS NMR at moderate external magnetic field 

strengths B0 of 9.4 and 14.1 T. 

MAS DNP is increasingly utilized in chemistry, structural biology and materials science. The 

studies of surfaces have particularly benefitted from DNP, especially those involving low-γ/low-

abundance nuclei and/or coverages that are undetectable by conventional MAS NMR.7-20 This 

distinguishing performance results from the fact that the polarization source, namely the solutions 

of biradical species, can be readily introduced at surfaces by incipient wetness impregnation,8 and 

that spectral resolution is largely temperature-independent in such systems.  

Despite these successes, MAS DNP has yet to reach its full potential, with nuclear polarizations 

remaining well below 1%, even with a state-of-the-art instrumentation. It is possible, however, to 

increase polarization of the electrons, and in doing so nuclear hyperpolarization as well, by 

increasing B0 and/or reducing temperature. In conventional NMR, high magnetic fields are 

preferred given that they additionally increase spectral resolution, particularly for quadrupolar 
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nuclei of importance in materials science.21-24 DNP efficiency via cross-effect, however, scales 

roughly linearly with B0
-1 and as such generally sees considerable efficiency losses at higher 

magnetic fields.21-24 These losses can be mitigated by reducing the sample temperature as this both 

increases the polarization of the source electrons and improves the efficiency of electron-nuclear 

polarization transfers by lengthening spin relaxation times. Although current DNP instrumentation 

operates typically at a temperature T of about 100 K utilizing relatively simple and economical 

nitrogen-based MAS systems, 3, 4, 25 MAS DNP operated below ~100 K achieved using cold helium 

(He) gas is starting to draw increased attention due to the said potential for transformative boost 

in sensitivity.26-35 As an added benefit, such low temperature approach offers the possibility of 

reducing the thermal noise by cooling of the probe end of the RF circuit.36 

To enable longer-term operation, an important requirement for multi-dimensional 

spectroscopy, He must be somehow recycled after it passes through the MAS module. 

Conventional approaches to He-cooled MAS, however, treat He as an expendable resource, 

requiring large amounts of expensive liquid He.26, 32 By using He to cool and propel the MAS 

rotors, Barnes et al. achieved R of 8.5 kHz at ~6 K; however, they reported very large consumption 

of liquid He (30 L/h).35 Thurber and Tycko used He to cool and N2 to spin, achieving an MAS rate 

R of ~7 kHz at 25 K with reduced consumption of liquid He (~1.3 L/h).32, 37 However, the 

exhausted He was contaminated with N2, which challenges the viability of the recycling process. 

The closed-cycle, completely liquid-He-free, MAS DNP probe system recently reported by some 

of the present authors represents a milestone toward this end.29, 38 In this system, streams of 

compressed He gas are cooled on the fly using electrical gas chillers before being sent to the NMR 

probe. The return gas is then immediately recycled, in situ, to sustain long-term (>weeks), highly 
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stable (±3 Hz), MAS at ~30 K without any He loss. A similar system has been reported by De 

Paëpe et al.,30, 33 wherein closed-cycle He gas streams are cooled using a liquid He heat exchanger. 

The aforementioned early He-cooled DNP systems offered encouraging results, with 

enhancements typically increasing when reducing the temperature and buildup times remaining 

relatively constant. Specifically, Thurber et al. reported a 4.3-fold increase in enhancement from 

6 at 80 K to 26 at 16 K for a static alanine solution doped with 20 mM TOTAPOL using a low 

power solid-state microwave source and a magnetic field of 9.4 T.39 Here, the DNP enhancement 

is defined as the ratio of the signal intensities obtained with (Ion) and without (Ioff) microwave 

irradiation at temperature T, on/off,T = Ion,T/Ioff,T. Note that the on/off values do not account for 

changes in Boltzmann polarization. Under MAS conditions, (vR ~6.7 kHz), on/off was observed to 

increase ~10-fold from on/off,88 = 13 to on/off,25 = 128 using a triradical polarizing agent and a low 

power microwave tube (EIO).32 In a similar comparison, Matsuki et al. reported a 2.1-fold increase 

of DNP enhancement factor from on/off,90 = 11 to on/off,35 = 23 using a high-power gyrotron as the 

microwave source for a homogeneous urea solution doped with 20 mM TOTAPOL under static 

conditions at B0 = 14.1 T.26 Using the same apparatus and sample, they observed a 1.3-fold increase 

from on/off,60  = 36 to on/off,47 = 45 under MAS conditions (vR ~3 kHz).26  

A 2014 paper by Thurber and Tycko, however, added an important caveat to these earlier 

results by noting that a process known as nuclear depolarization, caused by a reverse cross-effect 

mechanism in the absence of microwaves, was partly responsible for the increases in on/off  

observed at ~25 K.40 Briefly, due to increases in the electron spin-lattice relaxation rate, T1e, 

depolarization is more efficient at lower temperatures, decreasing Ioff and artificially inflating on/off. 

De Paëpe et al. later corroborated these results, measuring a ~3-fold increase in on/off  at 36 K 

under ~10 kHz MAS, but noted proportional decrease in Ioff due to the depolarization effect.30 
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Among the few reported applications of He-cooled MAS DNP is the study of the surface of γ-

alumina via 27Al nuclei at 9.4 T; however, neither on/off  nor depolarization effects were measured 

directly on 27Al.30 Most recently, Barnes et al reported enhancement of 13C signals from human 

cells at 7 T, in which on/off  decreased from on/off,90 = 57 to on/off,6 = 46 under MAS (~6 kHz).34 

With the earlier assessments of the scale and mechanisms of sensitivity improvements at low 

temperatures being focused on dissolved molecules or solvents, we turn here to a case study 

involving a surface-bound species at 16.4 T.  Considering the potential impact that He-cooled 

MAS DNP may have on materials science and heterogeneous catalysis, where the characterization 

of surfaces and interfaces is an everlasting challenge, we opted to study an organically surface-

modified mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSN) sample. In addition, a homogeneous urea frozen 

solution was studied as a benchmark sample. The effects of low temperatures (~30 to 100 K) on 

the signal enhancement, paramagnet-induced quenching, depolarization effects, DNP build-up 

rates, and Boltzmann changes are all considered here. 

2. Experiments 

2.1. Sample Preparations. 3-(N-phenylureido)propyl-functionalized mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles (PUP-MSN) were synthesized using a previously reported method.41 The dry PUP-

MSN powder was mixed with deionized water doped with 10 mM AMUPol. Our earlier study 

identified the solution of AMUPol in regular water or TEKPol in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane as the 

best sample formulations for DNP measurements on PUP-MSN at 9.4 T and 100 K.42 The 

performance of TEKPol, however, decreases significantly at higher magnetic field,43 and indeed 

we observed a very low enhancement of 1~3 at 90 K for the samples studied here (spectra are not 

shown). A total of 26 mg was center-packed in 3.2-mm Si3N4 rotors using Kel-F spacers, 

corresponding to ~24 𝜇mol of the natural abundance PUP moiety. 13C-labeled urea (2 M) was 
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dissolved in a standard DNP matrix (d8-glycerol/D2O/H2O = 6.5/2.5/1 w/w/w) together with 10 

mM AMUPol44 as the polarizing agent.  

One of the spacers was hollowed out and packed with a small amount of KBr powder, which was 

used as an internal thermometer.45 The Vespel® turbine and bottom caps were specially designed 

to tighten at He-cooled conditions and loosen at room temperature, facilitating repeated use.46  

2.2. DNP MAS NMR. All He-cooled MAS DNP experiments were performed at B0 = 16.4 T on 

a 700 MHz solid-state NMR spectrometer (ECA-700II, JEOL RESONANCE Inc.) equipped with 

a home-built continuous-wave 460 GHz gyrotron47 and a closed-cycle helium-cooling MAS probe 

system.29 The MAS rates achievable with this probe are 8 kHz at 20 K, 12 kHz at 30 K, 14 kHz at 

60 K, and 18 kHz at 90 K. The 1H and 13C Larmor frequencies were 698.66 MHz and 175.67 MHz, 

respectively. The gyrotron uses a 10 T cryogen-free superconducting magnet (JMTD-10T100, 

JASTEC), and oscillates at the second harmonic mode producing high-power (~8 W) microwaves 

at 460 GHz. While the microwave frequency is tunable over a range of ~0.6 GHz, all measurements 

presented in this work were performed at a fixed frequency of 459.95 GHz, which maximized the 

enhancements with AMUPol. The frequency-dependence of DNP enhancement factor measured 

for the urea sample can be found in the Electronic supplementary information (ESI,† Fig. S1). Also 

shown in Fig. S2 in ESI,† is the plot representing the signal enhancements as a function of 

microwave power measured for the urea sample at three different temperatures. Importantly, the 

ratios of the signal enhancements measured at any given temperature remain independent of power 

within the measurement error. 

All the 13C{1H} cross-polarization (CP) MAS spectra were collected under ~6 kHz MAS and 

the sample temperature was changed between ~90 K and ~30 K. The reported temperatures were 

measured within the rotor using the 79Br T1 relaxation time of KBr.45 The 1H radiofrequency (RF) 
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amplitudes were set to 75, 30, and 70 kHz for the excitation pulse, contact pulse, and heteronuclear 

1H decoupling, respectively. The 13C RF field amplitude used during CP was set to ~20 kHz. The 

spectra were recorded by averaging 2 to 128 transients, and the spectral intensity was normalized 

to the number of transients to yield the intensity “per scan”. All the reported chemical shifts are 

relative to sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS). The recycle delay, τrd, for all 

measurements was set to 1.3τDNP, where τDNP is the time constant obtained when fitting a saturation 

recovery experiment under microwave irradiation with the expression: 1 – exp(τ/τDNP), where τ is 

the recovery time. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Enhancement factors. Fig. 1 shows 13C{1H} CPMAS spectra of PUP-MSN and urea 

recorded at several temperatures between 30 and 90 K, with and without microwave irradiation. 

In the PUP-MSN spectra (Fig. 1a), the signals from the C1, C2, and C3 carbons are clearly resolved 

(at 10, 24, and 42 ppm, respectively), while the signals of aromatic and carbonyl carbons C4-C8 

are only partially resolved due to overlap with each other’s spinning sidebands. A sideband-free 

spectrum of PUP-MSN can be found in our earlier study.41 The spectra of urea (Fig. 1b) exhibit a 

single peak at ~160 ppm flanked by spinning sidebands. The signals from deuterated glycerol (at 

~63 and ~72 ppm) are only barely visible in the microwave-on spectra. The spectral intensities 

discussed below were evaluated by integrating the entire spectral area for PUP-MSN, or the 

centerband and two flanking (±1) spinning sidebands for urea. Thus, the effects of the spectral 

overlap and the small glycerol signal are safely ignored in the discussion. 

As has been previously emphasized, a rigorous assessment of the sensitivity gain from 

DNP must include multiple contributions,22, 41, 48, 49 which we briefly describe below. 
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(1) The DNP enhancement factor on/off,T was defined above as the ratio of integrated 

spectral intensities obtained per scan with and without microwave irradiation at 

temperature T (K). Since our focus is on the effect of lowering the sample temperature 

from around 90 K down, we also define the relative change of on/off as  

e
on/off,T

é
ë

ù
û º

e
on/off,T

e
on/off,90

 .   

(2) It is well recognized that the on/off,T factor overestimates the sensitivity gain from DNP 

because it does not include the effects of the paramagnetic quenching quench and the 

MAS-induced depolarization depo.
24, 40, 50-54 The former is due to unobservability of 

nuclei that are within a few Angstroms of unpaired electrons,50, 51 while the latter leads 

to a reduction in polarization due to a reverse cross-effect mechanism in the absence of 

microwave irradiation.40, 52, 53 The overall paramagnet-induced signal change per scan 

εθ, is given by εθ = quench  depo, and is often referred to as the contribution factor (note 

that higher values of εθ correspond to lower losses).40, 53 After correcting for εθ, which 

is known to be temperature-dependent, the net DNP enhancements, denoted as εnet,T 

and [net,T], are given by 𝜀net,T = 𝜀on/off,T𝜀θ,T  and e
net,T

é
ë

ù
û =

e
net,T

e
net,90

 . We note that in 

principle depo,T, quench and εθ can be determined experimentally from the following 

measurements performed in the absence of microwaves: depo as a ratio of signal 

intensities observed under MAS versus static conditions in a sample containing radicals, 

εθ as a ratio of signals obtained under MAS from doped and undoped samples, and 

quench as a ratio of signals from doped and undoped samples under the static condition. 
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In principle, it is easiest to measure εθ and depo, and determine quench as the ratio 

between the two. 

(3) The sensitivity analysis must also account for the effect of temperature on the rate of 

the polarization build-up and its effect on the number of scans acquired in a given unit 

of time.55 This contribution introduces an additional factor of√
𝜏DNP,90

𝜏DNP,T
, where τDNP,T and 

τDNP,90 denote the DNP build-up times at temperatures T and 90 K, respectively.  

(4) Lastly, both nuclear and electron polarizations are defined by Boltzmann distribution, 

and thus grow considerably at very low temperatures. Although for all nuclei, the so-

called high temperature approximation and the resulting Curie law are still completely 

valid in the temperature range used in this study, for the electrons there is about 10% 

deviation at T = 30 K. Nevertheless, we will ignore this small divergence and use a 

simple additional factor T0/T, where in our study T0 = 90 K. In such case, the overall 

sensitivity gain resulting from lowering the temperature from 90 K to T is given by  

[𝜀time,T] = [𝜀net,T𝜀other] ×
90K

T
× √

𝜏DNP,90

𝜏DNP,T
.     (1) 

We included in eqn (1) is an additional factor, εother, to account for the effect of cooling 

on CP efficiency, NMR linewidth, thermal noise and RF efficiency (i.e., probe quality 

factor), which may all influence the sensitivity of the experiment, but strongly depend 

on the sample setup, instrument, and experiment design.41 The significance of the last 

two contributions will be assessed by measuring the temperature dependence of the 

signal intensity in undoped samples. Experimentally, [𝜀time,T] is determined as: 

 [𝜀time,T]exp =
𝐼on,T

𝐼on,90K
× √

𝜏DNP,90

𝜏DNP,T
. (2) 
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Fig. 1. DNP-enhanced 13C{1H} CPMAS spectra of PUP-MSN (a) and urea (b) obtained at 

indicated sample temperatures and R = 6 kHz. Red and blue lines represent the spectra taken with 

and without microwave irradiation, respectively. In (a), the resolved peaks are labeled in 

accordance with the molecular structure shown. In (b) the arrow marks the centerband.  

 

In Fig. 2 the enhancement factors on/off,T, net,T, [on/off,T] and [net,T] are plotted as function of 

temperature for both samples, PUP-MSN and urea. A monotonic increase in on/off was observed 

with reduction of sample temperatures from ~90 K down to ~39/30 K (ESI,† see also Table S1). 

Note that the enhancement factors on/off for PUP-MSN were 7-10 times smaller than those 

obtained for urea over the entire temperature range. However, the relative gain in enhancement 

from lowering the temperature was higher for PUP-MSN ([on/off,39] = 3.4) than for urea ([on/off,30] 

= 3.0). The origin of these observations is in the temperature dependence of εθ,T, as we discuss 

below. 
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Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of on/off,T and net (a, b) and [on/off,T] and [net] (c, d). Dashed lines 

show the DNP enhancement corrected for εθ,T, i.e. net,T = on/off,T  εθ,T (a, b) and [εnet,T] (c, d). The 

data are shown for PUP-MSN (a, c) and urea (b, d) samples. The errors were estimated from the 

signal-to-noise ratio of the microwave-off spectra. 

 

3.2. Signal bleaching and depolarization. The temperature dependence of the contribution factor 

εθ,T measured for PUP-MSN and urea is plotted in Fig. 3a.  A gradual decrease of εθ,T with lowering 

of sample temperatures from ~90K to ~30K was observed for both samples: the effect was fairly 

minor for PUP-MSN (5% change from 0.59 to 0.56) while that for urea was more considerable 

(30% change from 0.46 to 0.32). Since quench is not sensitive to temperature (as verified for the 

urea sample where 𝜀quench = 0.83 at both 90 and 30 K), the decrease of θ,T was attributed solely to 

nuclear depolarization depo,T.40, 52, 53 Overall, these paramagnetic losses were not as severe for the 

samples used in the present study in contrast to the experiments reported earlier at 9.4 T, where a 

three-fold increase of depolarization was observed for a -alumina sample containing AMUPol 
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upon lowering the temperature from 105 K to 36 K.30 After correcting for θ,T, the net DNP 

enhancement amounted to net,39 = 23 for PUP-MSN and net,30 = 89 for urea, corresponding to the 

net DNP gains relative to 90 K-DNP, [net,90] of 3.2 and 2.0, respectively (Fig. 2c and d). The facts 

that the [net,T] values for both samples were significantly greater than unity and that they 

monotonically increased with decreases in temperature indicate that the gains in DNP performance 

generally outweigh the increase in MAS-induced depolarization at lower temperatures. Especially, 

a large increase in the DNP performance was observed between 50 K and 39 K for PUP-MSN (Fig. 

2c). It is also remarkable that, similarly to the [on/off,T] values, the value of [net,T] observed for 

PUP-MSN was higher than that for the urea sample; in other words, PUP-MSN exhibits a larger 

sensitivity benefit from DNP at a temperature below ~100 K. This is partly due to the relatively 

temperature-independent εθ,T of the PUP-MSN sample but also due to differences in nuclear 

relaxation as discussed below. 

 

Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of θ,T (a) and DNP,T (b) measured for PUP-MSN and urea. 
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It is interesting to speculate upon why PUP-MSN exhibited a much higher (and relatively 

temperature-independent) εθ,T and lower on/off,T values than the urea sample over the entire 

temperature range. Given that there are no reactive chemical groups on the MSN surface that may 

chemically reduce radicals,56 the high εθ,T and low on/off,T are not likely to have originated from a 

depleted polarization source. Keeping in mind that we used the same polarizing agent (AMUPol) 

in all of our experiments, this result is most likely due to the shorter 1H relaxation time and the 

larger pool of polarizable nuclei within the PUP-MSN sample.57-59 Indeed, a simple estimate 

showed that the ratio of the number of 1Hs to that of electron spins in the PUP-MSN sample was 

at least twice that of the urea samples, while the intrinsic T1H measured for undoped samples was 

nearly an order of magnitude longer for urea (58 s) than for PUP-MSN (9 s) at ~90 K.  

Additional insight may be gained from the analysis of relative contributions to ,T from depo,T 

and quench. For the urea sample, we observed experimentally that MAS-induced depolarization is 

less detrimental at higher magnetic field (specifically, εdepo,90 = 0.56 at 16.4 T and εdepo,100 = 0.41 

at 9.4 T), while paramagnetic quenching, given by the ratio ,T/depo,T, remains constant (εquench = 

0.83 at 16.4 T, and εquench,100 = 0.82 at 9.4 T). For PUP-MSN, the estimates are quite different: at 

9.4 T we obtained depo,100 = 0.94 and quench,100 = 0.63 (see Fig. S3 in Supplemental Information), 

whereas at 16.4 T the εdepo,90 value of 0.92 was derived assuming the field-independent quenching 

factor of 0.63. These estimations suggest that the higher εθ,T for PUP-MSN is attributed to the 

higher depo,T (i.e. less depolarization). The relative lack of depolarization in PUP-MSN is 

consistent with the limited diffusion of polarization in the sample, which inhibits  (de)polarization 

of the nuclei situated away from the radical. This analysis is also supported by the biexponential 

nature of the DNP build-up curves for the PUP-MSN sample (ESI,† Fig. S4). 
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3.3. DNP build-up time. Fig. 3b plots the temperature dependence of the polarization build-

up time constant, τDNP,T, measured with a saturation recovery experiment under microwave 

irradiation. In general, slower build-up is expected at lower sample temperatures, which is a 

potential drawback of DNP operated below ~100 K. Only a small increase of τDNP, however, was 

observed with the temperature drop for PUP-MSN (from τDNP,90 = 2.4 s to τDNP,39 = 3.2 s) and urea 

(from τDNP,90 = 6.6 s to τDNP,30 = 8.2 s). The resulting negative effect on unit-time sensitivity, [time,T], 

was insignificant (0 – 12%). It thus appears that the build-up time is determined by the rate at 

which the radical can hyperpolarize, and the size of the proton bath, which are both largely 

temperature-independent properties within this temperature range. The observed τDNP,T were in 

general considerably shorter than the intrinsic T1H,T due to cross-effect and paramagnetic relaxation 

enhancement (PRE) from the polarizing agent.59 

3.4. Curie factor and overall unit-time sensitivity. Fig. 4 plots the temperature dependence of 

the overall sensitivity gains given by eqn (2). The overall measured sensitivity gain was a factor 

of 11.1 and 7.3 higher than that with the DNP at ~90 K for PUP-MSN and urea, respectively, 

corresponding to 123 and 53-fold acquisition time savings. These results clearly illustrate a 

definitive improvement of the cross-effect DNP efficiency by lowering the sample temperature 

below ~100 K for both surface-supported species and homogeneous solution. 

 
Fig. 4 Overall sensitivity enhancements relative to DNP at 90 K estimated by eqn (2) as a function 

of temperature. 
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Upon lowering the temperature from ~90 K to ~30 K, the increases in Ioff for undoped samples 

were 10 ‒ 30 % higher than those expected from Boltzmann increases alone (ESI,† Fig. S5). The 

increase in Ioff is mainly attributable to the improved coil efficiency, which thus represents an 

additional sensitivity enhancement when performing MAS DNP experiments below ~100 K. We 

also note that for the present setup a reduction in thermal noise was not observed. Simply cooling 

the RF coil and tuning/matching capacitors in the probe alone does not significantly reduce thermal 

noise; cryogenic-cooling of the preamplifier, as realized with a cryogenic duplexer, is required to 

fully benefit from noise reduction. 36, 60 

4. Conclusion  

We have assessed, at B0 = 16.4 T, the sensitivity benefit from performing MAS DNP NMR 

measurements at around 30 K, using a state-of-the-art closed-cycle He-based MAS DNP probe 

system. Various contributions affecting the sensitivity gain were studied in two types of samples: 

surface-functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles (PUP-MSN) doped with 10 mM AMUPol 

in water, and a homogeneous solution of 13C-urea in a DNP matrix with 10 mM AMUPol. The 

microwave-on/off enhancement factors, 𝜀on/off, for these two samples were 41 (39 K) and 277 (30 

K), respectively. Decrease in the contribution factor and increase in the DNP build-up time 

observed at lower temperatures were not as severe as previously anticipated. Consequently, the 

sensitivity at around 30 K exceeded that with DNP at 90 K by additional factors of 11.1 and 7.3 

for the two samples, corresponding to 123 and 53-fold time savings. 

PUP-MSN showed a larger improvement in the DNP enhancement than urea sample with 

lowering temperature. We suspect that MAS DNP operated below ~100 K is able to significantly 

restrict PUP chain motions and lengthen its intrinsically shorter T1H, which increases the fraction 
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of the PUP groups that are efficiently hyperpolarized. Along these lines, we expect that systems 

involving methyl groups, a common source of relaxation,61 may benefit the most from low-

temperature DNP.62 
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